Status of the Project

- Florian Effenberger
- Michael Meeks
- Italo Vignoli
TDF Members
Conference Attendees
OSB Alliance

Sponsoren für die OPEN! 2015 gesucht
1. September 2015
Es gibt noch verschiedene Sponsoring-Pakete bei der Konferenz für digitale Innovation in Stuttgart
Weiterlesen

Zum Tod von Thomas Uhl
26. August 2015
Wir sind tief bestürzt über den plötzlichen und unerwarteten Tod unseres langjährigen Freundes, Vorstandsvorsitzenden Thomas Uhl.
Weiterlesen

MySQL/MariaDB Schulung
29. September – 30. September
OSBConf 2015
29. September | 8:00 – 30. September | 17:00
Advisory Board: CIB

Who we are?
"We provide you with innovative solutions-oriented products for your documents from template to archive. Individualised project support from planning through to maintenance. Long-term, partnership-based cooperation for mutual success."
Degreed engineer Ulrich Brandner
CEO

What we do?
For twenty years, CIB has been an established manufacturer of standard applications innovating output and document management as well as an innovative partner in IT consulting. More than 2,000,000 licenses in total are used by our customers, which include renowned financial institutions and insurance companies, public administrations, as well as international industrial companies.

Across the globe, more than 20,000 private customers and about 100 business customers rely on the CIB products and consulting services.

Read more in About

CIB pdf brewer: create PDF for free! Now available as network printer!
Overview of functions: Reedit pdf-files, use as a network printer, as well as in Windows Terminal Server / CITRIX, PDF/A-1b, create PDF forms, print from SAP and CAD applications, password protection, embedded fonts, graphics optimization to reduce PDF file size and much more!
Advisory Board: Munich
MOST VALUABLE OPEN SOURCE PROJECT?
LibreOffice Code Commits

LibreOffice Code Commits
LibreOffice Committers

LibreOffice Committers

Commiters per Month

Yearly Average of Committers

State of the Project
Road to LibreOffice 5.0

LibreOffice Timeline 2011-2015

LibreOffice 3.3
January 2011

LibreOffice 3.4
June 2011

LibreOffice 3.5
February 2012

LibreOffice 3.6
August 2012

LibreOffice 4.0
February 2013

LibreOffice 4.1
July 2013

LibreOffice 4.2
January 2014

LibreOffice 4.3
July 2014

LibreOffice 4.4
January 2015

LibreOffice 5.0
August 2015


LibreOffice 3.x LibreOffice 4.x 5.x
LibreOffice Fresh vs Still

LibreOffice Fresh
individual deployment
mostly unsupported

LibreOffice Still (LTS option available)
enterprise deployment
based on professional support
provided by certified individuals
(development, migration, training)

Early Adopters
Individuals

Deployment for Production
Professionals, SMBs and Enterprises

Target Users and Deployments
Donations after 5.0 Launch
Brand Awareness
LibreOffice 5.0
A year of development ...

- Summarizing the work of many others!
  - Cannot credit properly here → apologies.
- Go to the talks of those doing the work (if they made it here?)
- Death by text & bullets next slides ...
- Read through with me.
Since last conference:

- **VCL:**
  - Completed the UX Dialog / Layout migration – big translator win & code cleanup.
  - Main-loop / idle handling ...
  - OpenGL rendering
  - Lifecycle (VclPtr) re-work
  - gtk3 / wayland port.

- **Code quality**
  - Coverity issues to ~zero.
  - Crash-testing load & save to ~zero
  - 1500 unit test commits ...
  - move to C++ 11
  - Jenkins / CI
  - bibisect from Linux -> Mac and Windows.
Since last conference: #2

- Platformy bits
  - Windows 64bit port
  - HiDPI -> better Mac bits.
  - Mac sand-boxing

- Performance improvements,
  - Load, Save, Mail-merge,
  - image handling, spreadsheets, charts, indexing, calculation

- Interoperability
  - Calc: table structured refs, new formulae.
  - Sharepoint 2010/2013 & OneDrive connectors.
  - and lots lots more ...
Since last conference: #3

- Document Liberation:
  - New filters:
    - Apple Pages & Apple Numbers
    - Claris Draw, MacDraft,
    - Adobe Pagemaker
  - Significantly improved filters:
    - Keynote, MS Works, Freehand,
    - MS Publisher, Abiword

- LibreOfficeKit / new platforms
  - targeting Android -> now have an editor
  - LibreOffice Online -> now have an editor
Since last conference: #4

- UI improvements
  - new Breeze theme, Sifr theme updates
  - new templates from competition
  - slide editing, sidebar beauty, calc sheet
  - controls, track-changes toolbar,
  - start-center templates, new color selector,
  - toolbar & context menu re-work, toolbar
  - drop-downs, style previews, image cropping

... and much more …

This is a subset of the depth of detail that went in from so many!
LibreOffice 5.0
Meet our Team: Sophie

Administrative Assistant and Release Coordinator

- works for TDF since December 2013
- organizes meetings and calls
- handles the LibreOffice Conference
- coordinates QA, L10N, NLC work
- tracks assets, manages travel refunds
- works on AskBot, MozTrap and Nabble
- collects feedback for annual report
- works on documentation and help
- point of contact for TDF members
Meet our Team: Italo

Marketing and Public Relations

- works for TDF since December 2013
- set up the certification program
- handles marketing and public relations
- contact for journalists
- creates slides and infographics
- works on flyers and brochures
- produces monthly TDF newsletter
- currently improves the TDF website
- manages the TDF blog and social media
- organizes and coordinates events
Meet our Team: Cloph

Release Engineer

- works for TDF since June 2013
- does releases, mirroring and distribution
- keeps track of blockers
- maintains release infrastructure
- manages our Silverstripe CMS
- coordinates work on Pootle
- provides development and release tools
- works on Android viewer releases
Meet our Team: Alex

Infrastructure Administrator

- works for TDF since March 2014
- fully virtualized infrastructure
- deployment with SaltStack for scaleability
- keeps track of services and servers
- monitoring
- set up VPN services
- works on network file system
- develops download counter
Meet our Team: Robinson

QA Engineer

- works for TDF since August 2014
- daily testing of builds
- bug triaging, bibisecting
- hosting QA events and calls
- getting volunteers involved
- setup our own Bugzilla instance
- patches and enhancements for Bugzilla
- work on Bibisect repositories
- organizes Bughunting sessions
Meet our Team: Florian

Executive Director

- Executive Director since March 2014
- handles financials, taxes, legal, insurances
- contact for authorities and accountant
- coordinates projects and employees
- handles trademarks and Advisory Board
- coordinates tenders and elections
- onboards board members and staff
- handles our Redmine instance
LibreOffice 5.0
LibreOffice Merchandising

- LibreOffice mug: 12.50 €
- LibreOffice mug with slogan: 11.65 €
- LibreOffice T-Shirt for men, small logo: 23.00 €
- LibreOffice T-Shirt for women, small logo: 23.00 €
- LibreOffice T-Shirt for women, black: 23.00 €
- LibreOffice T-Shirt for women, black: 23.00 €
- LibreOffice T-Shirt for women, grey: 23.00 €
- LibreOffice T-Shirt for women, grey: 23.00 €
Advisory Board: Rusbitech
LibreItalia & Italian Defense
Thank You

- floeff@documentfoundation.org
- michael.meeks@documentfoundation.org
- italo@documentfoundation.org